We present a spectroscopically identified catalogue of 72 DA white dwarfs from the LAMOST pilot survey. 35 are found to be new identifications after crosscorrelation with the Eisenstein et al. and Villanova catalogues. The effective temperature and gravity of these white dwarfs are estimated by Balmer lines fitting. Most of them are hot white dwarfs. The cooling times and masses of these white dwarfs are estimated by interpolation in theoretical evolution tracks. The peak of mass distribution is found to be ∼ 0.6 M ⊙ which is consistent with prior work in the literature. The distances of these white dwarfs are estimated using the method of Synthetic Spectral Distances. All of these WDs are found to be in the Galactic disk from our analysis of space motions. Our sample supports the expectation white dwarfs with high mass are concentrated near the plane of Galactic disk.
Introduction
White dwarfs (WDs) are the final stage for the the evolution of majority of low and medium mass stars with initial masses < 8M ⊙ . Since there are no fusions reaction, the evolution of WDs is primarily determined by a well understood cooling process (Fontaine et al. 2001; Salaris et al. 2000) . Thus, they can be used for cosmochronology, an independent age-dating method. Also, the luminosity function of WDs provides firm constraints on the local star formation rate and history of the Galactic disk (Krzesinski et al. 2009 ).
McCook & Sion (1999) present a catalog of 2249 WDs which have been identified spectroscopically. In addition, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) has greatly expanded the number of spectroscopically confirmed WD stars (Harris et al. 2003; Kleinman et al. 2004; Eisenstein et al. 2006; Kleinman et al. 2013) . The latter presented a catalog of 20,407 spectroscopically confirmed white dwarfs from the SDSS Data Release 4 (DR4), roughly doubling the number of spectroscopically confirmed white dwarfs.
Large sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST, so called the Guoshoujing Telescope) is a National Major Scientific Project undertaken by the Chinese Academy of Science (Wang et al. 1996; Cui et al. 2012) . LAMOST has recently completed the pilot survey from October 2011 to May 2012, which obtained several hundred thousand spectra (Luo et al. 2012) . From September of 2012, LAMOST has undertaken the general survey and will observe about 1 million stars per year. LAMOST has the capability to observe large, deep and dense regions in the Milky Way Galaxy, which will enable a number of research topics to explore the evolution and the structure of the Milky Way. Therefore, it will definitely yield a large sample of WDs.
WDs whose primary spectral classification is DA have hydrogen-dominated atmospheres. They make up the majority (approximately 75%) of all observed WDs (Fontaine & Wesemael 2001) . Such WDs are easy to identify using optical spectra. Here we present a catalog of DA WDs from the LAMOST pilot survey (Luo et al. 2012 ). We do not expect the completeness of this sample. In section 2 we describe the spectra obtained. Section 3 discusses how the T eff , log g, mass and distance of the WDs were estimated. The kinematics of these WDs are illustrated in section 4. A summary of our pilot study results is given in section 5.
LAMOST Pilot Data and Observations
The LAMOST spectra have a resolving power of R ∼ 2000 spanning 3700Å ∼ 9000Å. Two arms of each spectrograph cover this wavelength range with overlap of 200Å. The blue spectral coverage is 3700Å ∼ 5900Å while that in the red is 5700Å ∼ 9000Å. The raw data were reduced with LAMOST 2D and 1D pipelines (Luo et al. 2004 ). These pipelines include bias subtraction, cosmic-ray removal, spectral trace and extraction, flat-fielding, wavelength calibration, sky subtraction, and combination. The throughput in red is higher than the blue band.
The pilot survey obtained spectra of stars in the Milky Way, which included fainter objects on dark nights (Yang et al. 2012; Carlin et al. 2012) , brighter objects on bright nights , objects in the disk of the Galaxy with low latitude (Chen et al. 2012 ) and objects in the region of the Galactic Anti-Center. It also targets extragalactic objects located in two regions, i.e., the South Galactic Cap and the North Galactic Cap.
We found twenty WD spectra in both SDSS and LAMOST pilot survey catalogs. Fig. 1 shows a portion of a typical spectrum. The top panel compares the SDSS DR7 and LAMOST spectra for the object J100316.35-002336.95. The solid line is the SDSS spectrum. The dotted line is the LAMOST spectrum. The bottom panel shows the residual between two spectra. The mean difference between two spectra is less than 10 %.
The initial WD candidates we selected are from two sources. One is the LAMOST pipeline (Luo et al. 2012 ) which yielded about 2000 candidates using the "PCAZ" method. For stars with SDSS photometry, we used the formulas 1-4 of Elsenstein et al. (2006) to idendify candidates. Next, each of these spectra was inspected by eye. Stars with signal-tonoise ratio (S/N) smaller than 10 were excluded. Finally, if the Balmer line profiles of the star were a little too narrow (log g < 7.0), the spectrum was rejected even if selected by the pipeline. After these filters, 72 DA WDs were left. Table 1 presents the physical data for these WDs. Column 1 is an ID number. Columns 2-5 list the name, RA and DEC. The estimated T eff , log g, mass and the cooling time are given in columns 5-8. Columns 9-13 list the apparent magnitudes of each WDs. Column 14 indicates the source of the magnitudes. The last two columns are estimates of the color excess (B-V) and distance. The E(B-V) is estimated from Schlegel et al. (1998) .
3. Parameter Determination 3.1. T eff and log g For our DA WD candidates, the T eff and log g were derived via simultaneous fitting of the Hβ to H8 Balmer line profiles using the procedure outlined by Bergeron et al. (1992) . The line profiles in both observed spectra and model spectra were first normalized using two points at the continuum level on either side of each absorption line. Thus, the fit should not be affected by the flux calibration. Model atmospheres used for this fitting were derived from model grids provided by Koester (2010) . Details of the input physics and methods can be found in that reference. Fitting of the line profiles was carried out using the IDL package MPFIT (Markwardt 2008) , which is based on χ 2 minimization using Levenberg-Marquardt method. This package can be downloaded from the project website 1 . Errors in the T eff and log g were calculated by stepping the parameter in question away from their optimum values and redetermining minimum χ 2 until the difference between this and the true minimum χ 2 corresponded to 1σ for a given number of free model parameters.
Figs. 2-3 show examples of T eff and log g determinations for J150156.26+302300.13. Fig.2 is the contour plot of the χ 2 residual and the rough T eff and log g implied by these error eclipses. Fig. 3 shows the actual fits of the observed Balmer lines for J150156.26+302300.13. The black solid lines are the observed profiles of Balmer lines from Hβ to H8. The red dashed lines are the model spectra. The derived T eff , log g and uncertainties for all the WDs are shown in columns 5-6 of Table 1 . Estimated T eff and log g values for 14 DAs were also available in the literature, allowing the comparisons shown in Fig. 4 . The solid line represents the unit slope relation. Plus (+) symbols represent the WDs with high S/N spectra while squares represent WDs with low S/N spectra. The three spectra of lowest S/N are outliers in the log g comparison plot-suggesting the importance of S/N in determining this parameter. For most of other WDs, the mean differences between our and the literature T eff values are less than 1000 K and the log g difference is less than 0.2 dex. Within this scatter, our results are consistent with those in the literatures. One of our candidates, J104311.45+490224.35 has also been identified as DA WD by McCook & Sion (1999) . However, we were unable to determine its T eff and log g because Hβ was not included in the spectrum we obtained.
Mass and Cooling Time
From the T eff and log g of each WD, its mass (M WD ) and cooling time (t cool ) were estimated from Bergeron's cooling sequences 2 . For the model atmospheres above T eff = 30,000 K we used the carbon-core cooling models of Wood (1995) , with thick hydrogen layers of q H = M H /M * = 10 −4 . For T eff below 30,000 K we used cooling models similar to those described in Fontaine, Brassard & Bergeron (2001) 
Distance
The determination of distances for WDs is very difficult because of their low luminosity. Currently only about 300 WDs have trigonometric parallaxes. In the absence of parallaxes, color-magnitude relations and empirical photometric methods are often used. Holberg et al. (2008) provided improved distance estimates for DA WDs using multi-band synthetic photometry tied to spectroscopic temperatures and gravities. This method was called Synthetic Spectral Distances (SSD). The unique aspect of SSD is the systematic use of calibrated multi-channel synthetic absolute magnitudes, interpolated within the grid by the T eff and log g.
In this paper, the distances of WDs in our sample were estimated using Equation 1. Here, m i are the photometric magnitudes of the WDs. Most of our has u, g, r, i, z magnitudes. Almost all have at least g, r and i magnitudes. A few WDs still only have V magnitude. M i is the model absolute magnitudes calculated by interpolations in the atmospheric models provided by Bergeron. A g a i is the reddening and d is the distance in parsecs. In general for each magnitude a corresponding distance can be calculated. The final distance is estimated by using weighted average. The weights adopted are the errors in the magnitude. Here, we only calculated the distances for WDs having u, g, r, i, z or V magnitude data. Distances for two WDs in Table 1 could not be estimated.
Kinematics
Oppenheimer et al. (2001) suggested that halo WDs could provide a significant contribution to the Galactic dark matters component, which prompted much interest in WD kinematics. In a related study, Silvestri et al. (2002) observed 116 common proper-motion binaries consisting of a WD plus M dwarf component. They determined full space motions of their WDs from the companion M dwarfs. Most of their WDs were found to be members of the disk; only one potential halo WD was identified. Even the much larger samples of WDs such as the Pauli et al. (2003 Pauli et al. ( , 2006 ) SN Ia Progenitor Survey (SPY) have found relatively few genuine halo and thick disk candidates. In their magnitude-limited sample of 398 WDs, they examined both the UVW space motions and the Galactic orbits of their stars. They found only 2% of their sample kinematically belonged to the halo and 7% to the thick disk. Sion et al. (2009) presented the kinematical properties of the WDs within 20 pc of the Sun. In their nearby sample, they found no convincing evidence of halo members among 129 WDs, nor was there convincing evidence of genuine thick disk subcomponent members within 20 parsecs. The entire 20 pc sample likely belongs to the thin disk.
The proper motions of our sample were derived by the cross-correlating with PPMXL catalog (Roeser et al. 2010) . Silvestri et al. (2002) ; Pauli et al. (2003 Pauli et al. ( , 2006 , Sion et al. (2009) found relatively little kinematical difference among the samples whether they used radial velocity (RV) to compute full space motions or used the simple zero RV for simple WDs. We have assumed zero RVs in the analysis of our sample. U is measured positive in the direction of the Galactic anti-center, V is measured positive in the direction of the Galactic rotation, and W is measured positive in the direction of the north Galactic pole. The U, V and W velocities were corrected for the peculiar solar motion (U, V, W) = (-9, +12, +7) km s −1 (Wielen 1982) . The space motions of 59 WDs with sufficient kinematical information (photometric or trigonometric parallax, proper motion) in our sample were calculated.
The top panel of Fig. 6 shows contours, centered at (U, V) = (0, -220) km s −1 , that represent 1σ and 2σ velocity ellipsoids for stars in the Galactic stellar halo as defined by Chiba & Beers (2000) . Only one of our candidate WDs lies outside the 2σ velocity contour centered on (U, V) = (0, -35) km s −1 defined for disk stars (Chiba & Beers 2000) . The bottom of Fig. 6 shows a Toomre diagram for our stars. Venn et al. (2004) suggested stars with V total > 180 km s −1 are possible halo members. None of our stars meet this criterion. We conclude that our sample consistes entirely of disk stars. Wegg & Phinney (2012) concluded that kinematical dispersion decreases with increasing WD mass among young WDs whose cooling time is smaller than 3×10 8 years. Progenitors of high mass WDs have shorter lifetimes, hence they should be closer to the Galactic plane and have small kinematical dispersion in accord with the disk 'heating' theory. Since most WDs in our sample are relative young, we investigated the relation between mass and W, as well as mass and vertical distance of Galactic plane |Z| (see Fig. 7 ). In the top panel of Fig. 7 , WDs with mass larger than 0.8 M ⊙ are seen to have smaller W. Also, the vertical distances from the Galactic plane of WDs with larger mass are relative small. Although there is no strict relation such as seen in Wegg & Phinney (2012) , our sample support the general expectation that high mass WDs tend to have lower W and |Z|.
Conclusions
From the LAMOST pilot survey data, 72 DA WDs were detected with S/N > 10. T eff , log g, cooling time, mass and distance of these WDs were determined from their spectra. The T eff of most WDs range from 12000 K to 35000 K and the cooling times of all the WDs are younger than 300 Myr. All these WDs were found to be members of Galactic disk. WDs with higher mass tend to have smaller vertical distance from the Galactic disk, which partly supports the conclusions of Wegg et al. (2012) .
The DA WD catalogue of the LAMOST pilot survey provides a first glimpse of how useful the survey will be to search for nearby WDs. The upcoming formal LAMOST survey will enlarge the sample of WDs rapidly, perhaps providing the largest sample of WDs available. This large sample will open the door to much more detailed investigation of the physical & kinematic properties of WDs in the solar neighborhood as well as the local structure and evolution of the Galaxy. 
